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PREFACE



An International Workshop on Biology and Biotechnology of Thermophilic

Microorganisms held in Georgia and Armenia in October of 2015 was jointly

funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and Georgia’s Innovation and

Technology Agency (GITA), and jointly organized and conducted by NSF, GITA,

and the Armenian National Academy of Sciences.



NSF aspirations with the workshop went far

beyond an ordinary conference agenda.

This novel workshop combined traditional

conference/workshop presentations and

discussions with several unusual functions

that are typically difficult to blend.

By design this workshop aimed at scientific

discussions focused on biotechnology

and site visits to local research institutions

and natural sites. Brainstorming sessions

with high level officials took place in each

country. A working dialog between NSF and

local government funding agencies was

openly established. Expert evaluation of

the status of thermophilic microorganism

research programs in Georgia and Armenia

was performed for potentially launching

collaborations between US and Caucasus

region researchers and institutions. In a

sense the workshop itself was an experiment

with many tiers of goals set forth for the
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workshop that prompted its structure and

organization. Clearly, each party involved

(GITA, Armbiotechnology Scientific and

Production Center, NSF, and the workshop

organizing committee) pursued their

own interests. For example, GITA was mostly

interested in presenting the best Georgian

research programs to the American visitors,

in establishing collaborations with the

US institutions, and in demonstrating to the

local funding agencies and stakeholders

the importance of international cooperation

with lead researchers in the biotech

field. NSF’s charge to the PI and the

organizing committee was mostly related

to (a) collecting and analyzing information

regarding readiness of the region to

play on the global scale and (b) to identifying

science or technology niches in which US

collaboration with Georgian and/or Armenian

researchers would be mutually beneficial.



The workshop did not focus on a

comparison of Georgian and Armenian

research, education systems and

organizations, and hence the similarities

and disparities that appear in the report

are intended as illustrations only. As

Georgia and Armenia maintain cordial

relations it is not surprising that they

share many common features, such as

the state border, a Soviet past, and a

long history of mutual trade connections

that unite these countries. Their focus on

biotechnology essentially led us to link the

two back-to-back trips into one workshop.

Both Georgia and Armenia are going

through a complex modernization

process of their national science and

education, which is strongly affected by

the aftermath of the collapse of the Soviet

Union, current economic and political



challenges, recent military hardships,

and consequent significant changes in

international relationships.

The Russian-Georgian war (2008) led to

breaking most of Georgia’s ties with Russian

entities and resulted in putting an end

to all science, education, and innovation

relationships between Georgia and Russia.

Georgian officials in government, industry

and education are now trying to establish

an integrated innovation-led research

and education system nearly from scratch

and they are looking for viable models

in the West. They realize that close

collaborations with Western researchers

are imperative for fostering increased

research productivity, for creating an

entrepreneurial, modern knowledge-based

economy, and for catalyzing progress in

science and technology.
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They recognize that Georgia is a relatively

small country and hence they have

to utilize a highly selective approach

in setting their national priorities in

innovation, science, and technology to

gain a noticeable position on a global

scale. The recently developed strategy of

economic development through targeted

support for research and innovation

seems to be on a right track. The

cornerstone of this strategy puts forward

biotechnology as a priority in Georgia.



The Nagorno-Karabakh War with

neighboring Azerbaijan and Armenia

(1991-1994) dominated the region’s

politics throughout the 1990s and

crippled Armenia’s economy. Due to

its position between Azerbaijan and

Turkey, two unfriendly neighbors,

Armenia maintains close security ties

with Russia. This continues to have
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an evident influence on all aspects

of life in Armenia, including research

and education, which essentially

inherited Soviet traditions of a strong

fundamental University curriculum.

The Panel members noticed some

equipment at laboratories that was

purchased about 30-40 years ago and

is well-maintained and still in-use along

with modern tools. During Soviet times,

Armenian institutions (e.g., Institute of

Microbiology, NAS, Armbiotechnology

Institute, Charentsavan Lysine

plant) played a leading role in the

Caucasus region in the development

of biotechnology by performing

fundamental and applied research. In

the meantime, several Soviet republics

(e.g., Russia, Ukraine, Belorussia, and

Latvia) were responsible for the tech

transfer to scale it up and to turn it into

manufacturing. With the collapse of the



Soviet Union, these relationships broke up,

leaving Armenian biotech in isolation. Now,

the Armenian researchers are looking to the

West in order to strengthen the country’s

economy, to catalyze innovation and

reinvigorate Armenian-made manufacturing

while trying to capitalize on their traditionally

rigorous education system. Government

funding of research and development in

Armenia is modest.

We cordially thank Dr. Tatiana Vishnivetskaya,

the principal investigator, who led the

organizing committee of this exploratory

workshop, Dr. Francine Perler, who took

on the major responsibility for editing the

entire report, and the group of the invited

participants, thereafter referred to as the

NSF Panel, who did an excellent job analyzing

the materials presented to them, provided

invaluable insight, and formulated specific

recommendations to NSF. The scope of this

analysis was intentionally limited to exploring

collections of thermophilic microorganisms,

surveying natural resources with potential

for the discovery of novel thermophiles,

and evaluating thermophilic microbiology

research programs in both countries.

We would like to emphasize that the novelty of

the workshop organization rests in balancing

a multifunctional approach with a load of

reachable goals and a plethora of anticipated

outcomes. It is the vast experience in science

management, review and evaluation of

research programs, collaborative centers,

and large facilities accumulated during our



tenure at NSF that inspired us to come up

with the idea of combining different modes

of assessment. Personal interactions of

US scientists with foreign researchers are

necessary to establish important ties and

foster further collaborations. To perform the

most comprehensive evaluation possible

under the circumstances and to ensure

a diversity of opinions, it was imperative

for the US workshop participants to have

broad, interdisciplinary, and complementary

expertise in a general component of the field

of biotechnology. The team of participants

was able to perform the multileveled,

requested tasks exceptionally well in a

foreign environment, far outside of their

comfort zone. The workshop organizers

and NSF Panel successfully augmented the

conventional conference with the evaluation

and assessment of fairly large biotechnology

research programs in two foreign countries.

We think that such evaluations are vital for

NSF strategic planning prior to establishing

new initiatives, instituting international

arrangements, and forging new relationships

with the counterpart agencies abroad

and with international research or policy

organizations. There is no better way to get

an accurate picture than an expert Panel’s

unfiltered observations.

We envision that the material and conclusions

summarized in this report will be useful

for NSF and other US government agencies

as well as for Georgian and Armenian

governments.



Maija M. Kukla and Alex Simonian | NSF Program Directors
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



An international workshop was held in Georgia and Armenia for the purpose of

evaluating their thermophilic microbiology research programs and the potential

to establish beneficial new collaborations. The scope of this analysis was limited

to (i) existing collections of thermophilic microorganisms, (ii) natural resources

with potential for the discovery of novel thermophiles, and (iii) basic or applied

thermophilic microbiology research programs.



The workshop format was similar in both

countries with a symposium comprising

local and US speakers, site visits to local

scientific institutions, site visits to natural

environments, and cultural components to

build understanding amongst the participants.

The NSF expert Panel consisted of ten

US scientists, mostly with basic science

backgrounds, running the gamut from

graduate students to professors to retired

personnel. The Armenian participants

mirrored the composition of the US Panel

with the addition of high level institutional

and government representatives, while

the Georgian participants consisted

of distinguished senior scientists and

government officials (including Ministers

and representatives of Georgia’s Innovation

and Technology Agency), but no students or

young faculty. The Panel and NSF Program

Directors also met with high-level officials of

the universities and institutes visited in both

countries. In Georgia, the Panel visited a single
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institute that was part of a private university

(Durmishidze Institute of Biochemistry and

Biotechnology at the Agricultural University

of Georgia) whose primary focus is applied

research and biotechnology. In Armenia,

the Panel visited a biotechnology institute

(Armbiotechnology) and a public university

(Yerevan State University).



The NSF Panel observed culture collections

in each country. The applied focus in

Georgia was mirrored in strain collections

that were more suitable for biotechnology

than basic research. In industry, strain

characterizations are often limited to

desired properties until the value of the

strain is demonstrated. However, both

industry and academics require an accurate

knowledge of where strains were isolated.

No culture collection catalog was available

for examination in Georgia, although a

database of isolates was maintained

previously. There was a lack of common



modern parameters such as DNA

sequence-based strain identification for

Georgian isolates. Essential metadata for

the isolation site and culture conditions

may currently exist only in field and

laboratory notes. The Georgian scientists

were aware of these limitations, but

they were unable to remedy the problem

possibly because of their more applied

focus combined with a lack of funds and

technical resources (training, supplies and

equipment). The condition of the culture

collections in Armenia was quite good.

The Armbiotechnology collection was

accredited by the World Federation of

Culture Collections and included much of

the data required to be a useful resource

for local and international scientists.

Having an accredited culture collection

with strain characteristics is important

for stimulating local and international

collaborations.

The focus of the workshop was on

thermophilic microorganisms and local

sites for their collection. In Georgia,

instead of thermal hot springs the Panel

visited a hypersaline lake and ‘hot soil’

habitats where the temperature could

reportedly rise to over 55°C during

summer. The Panel did not have an

opportunity to visit a laboratory focused

on thermophilic bacteria, but met with

scientists studying thermophilic fungi.

In Armenia, the Panel heard talks about

thermophiles, visited laboratories studying

thermophilic bacteria and visited a hot

spring associated with a geothermal well.

Both countries had strong programs in

applied microbiology and biotechnology.

They generally reflected the current hot

topics in biotechnology along with targets

that were specific to each country. These

applied programs were superficially

evaluated due to the limited time spent on

each potential lead target. Each country

had programs worthy of further analysis

by both (1) a scientific expert Panel to

evaluate detailed presentations (written



and oral) of specific projects and (2) an

expert Panel that could assist in evaluation

and prioritizing applied biotechnology

projects with respect to market potential

and comparison to current gold standards.

Georgia’s Innovation and Technology

Agency is well suited to guide these

efforts. Applied research in Armenia would

benefit from a national agency promoting

biotechnology and innovation, if one does

not already exist.

The Panel’s impressions were based on

its limited exposure to the full repertoire

of thermophile microbiology research in

each country. In Georgia, the Panel only

observed applied research programs.

As a result, the Panel thought that

basic research and microbial diversity

analyses needed strengthening. Methods

of analysis reflected more classical

approaches. The Panel recommended

collaboration and training abroad to

maintain a high level of experimentation

and to help modernize the classical

methods observed in Georgia.

The Panel was pleasantly surprised at

the focus on modern education and

research methods observed in Armenia.

The Panel met many young Armenian

scientists, some of whom had trained

abroad and/or had fruitful collaborations

with international scientists. The Panel

recommended continued collaboration

and training abroad to maintain the

high level of experimentation observed

in Armenia.

In both countries, the Panel thought that

increased funding of scientists and of

research would significantly draw the

best and brightest young people into

science to insure its future as a valuable

resource for each country. The Panel

thought that each country provided

different opportunities to establish new

collaborations between US and Georgian

or Armenian scientists that would indeed

yield near-term achievements.
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